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GAMMA GROUP 

 

The parent company’s head office is in Hünenberg, Switzerland. 

Concept and consultation, design and creation, culinary art and 

organisation – this is creative hospitality à la GAMMACATERING, since 

1986. 

 

GAMMACATERING I Bösch 43 I 6331 Hünenberg I T +41 41 781 10 01 

zug@gammacatering.com I www.gammacatering.com 

 

 

GAMMA STÖRT 

Dining at home is best when you've got a personal chef from 

GAMMACATERING doing the cooking. Our chefs will shop, prepare, 

cook and serve inspired creations for up to 10 people. They can 

even bring their own pots and pans, colleagues, service staff, drinks 

and decorations if you like. And don't worry – they'll leave your 

kitchen as clean and sparkly as they found it. What a party! 

 

GAMMACATERING I Bösch 43 I 6331 Hünenberg I T +41 41 781 10 01 

zug@gammacatering.com I www.gammacatering.com

http://www.gammacatering.com/
http://www.gammacatering.com/
http://www.gammacatering.com/
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On the beautiful banks of the River Limmat in Zurich, in the best area 

by the town hall, Zunfthaus zur Saffran hosts some fantastic parties 

and events. Fully in keeping with the traditions of guild houses in the 

past, people celebrate in the grand rooms as stylishly and 

glamorously as they did all those years ago. The food and drinks, as 

well as the skilful interior design and flower arrangements bring a 

modern touch to the atmosphere; for certain events it is far more than 

just an amazing house. 

Zunfthaus zur Saffran I Saffran AG I Limmatquai 54 I T +41 44 251 37 40  

info@zunfthauszursaffran.ch I www.zunfthauszursaffran.ch 

 

 

HAUTE SA is an exclusive, members-only restaurant high above the 

rooftops of Zurich. It offers a discreet oasis for its sophisticated business 

clientele. Breath-taking views and exceptional cuisine are what make 

this restaurant stand out from the crowd. 

HAUTE I Talstrasse 65 I 8001 Zürich I T +41 43 344 72 72 

welcome@haute.ch I www.haute.ch 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
http://www.zunfthauszursaffran.ch/
http://www.haute.ch/
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The Theater Casino in Zug is a well-known, established house on the 

banks of Lake Zug. After a full renovation, the venue will soon be 

reopening under new gastronomic management, with the team at 

GAMMACATERING offering seasonal, fresh and local cuisine from 

September 2017. The location offers stylish, elegant rooms for 

weddings, banquets, general meetings, conferences, concerts and 

other events. An exciting option for gourmets, culture lovers and 

event organisers. 

Theater Casino Zug I KULTURCATERING AG 

Artherstrasse 2-4 I 6300 Zug I T +41 41 729 10 40  

restaurant@theatercasinozug.ch  I www.theatercasino.ch 

 

 

 

The Schlössli Utenberg, with its beautiful surroundings, is the perfect 

location for weddings, stylish christenings, business events or grand family 

celebrations for up to 100 people. GAMMACATERING takes care of 

everything for you – from planning, to setting up and hosting, through to 

serving delightful culinary specialties. 

Schlössli Utenberg I Utenberg 643 I 6006 Luzern I T + 41 41 768 90 10 

kultur@schloessli-utenberg.ch I www.schloessli-utenberg.ch 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
http://www.theatercasino.ch/
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INTRODUCTION 

Bundles of passion and even more expertise. 

A birthday party, a business meeting, a public event: wherever people get together, the catering and surroundings are the key to creating the 

atmosphere. At GAMMACATERING, our staff are more than just chefs and waiters – they are orchestrators, designers and hosts. Our young 

culinary team produces avant-garde delicacies and delightful nibbles, all freshly prepared. Our interior designers create whole new worlds, our 

experienced organisers ensure everything runs smoothly, and the whole team comes together to guarantee an unforgettable event.  

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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* Mitglieder der Geschäftsleitung 

GAMMACATERING FLOWCHART  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Member of the board 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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OUR STORY 

Peter Gamma founded GAMMACATERING AG a good 30 years ago 

with the aim of serving delicious meals to friends and customers and 

organising beautiful events, celebrations and weddings. Today, in 

addition to GAMMACATERING AG, the GAMMA Group includes the 

ZUNFTHAUS ZUR SAFFRAN (Saffran AG), the members-only restaurant 

HAUTE (HAUTE SA) and the catering business for THEATER CASINO ZUG 

(Kultur Catering AG). 

At the beginning of 2018, Anke Krause, together with Thomas Widmer, 

took over the majority of votes as majority shareholder. Founder and 

Chairman Peter Gamma and Board Member Bettina Meyer remain 

shareholders of the GAMMA Group. 

Anke Krause, who has been with GAMMACATERING for many years, 

was initially managing director of the HAUTE club restaurant in Zurich. 

She has been CEO of the GAMMA Group since 2013. Thomas Widmer, 

Managing Director of HAUTE since 2011, has also been in charge of the 

Zurich-based Zunfthaus zur Saffran since January 2017. Peter Gamma 

will remain active within the Group. 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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OUR EXPERIENCE 

From the first moment to the last. 

GAMMACATERING does everything it can to make your event a success, from planning and execution to providing exquisite cuisine for you and 

your guests. With our comprehensive care and service staff included, you will be free to concentrate on your guests. Our many years of 

experience and close cooperation with qualified partners mean that GAMMACATERING is able to give a unique performance every time. The 

size and type of event is no issue for our team. From the first to the very last moment. 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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CULINARY ART 

A feast for the eyes and the soul. 

GAMMACATERING is always striving to serve up a stylish selection of the finest avant-garde food and ingredients for its customers. The young 

team of chefs prepares everything freshly on site and pays attention to regional selections and sustainable processing. The sheer pleasure of 

tasting the delicacies speaks for itself. This is creativity à la GAMMACATERING.

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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GAMMA STÖRT 

Eating at home is best when a chef from GAMMACATERING is in the kitchen – to shop, prepare and cook for up to 10 people. On request, he or 

she will also bring pots and pans, colleagues and service staff, drinks and even decorations. And when all is done, and the cook is gone, your 

kitchen shines in its original splendour. Enjoy a perfect party! 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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INTERIOR DESIGN 

Set with care and attention to detail. 

The company’s own interior design department creates unique ideas, brings together the cuisine and the atmosphere, sets trends with its flower 

arrangements and furnishings, and guarantees finesse. The avant-garde kitchen always recommends local and seasonal dishes of the highest 

quality. Our own logistics team fulfils all the needs for mobile gastronomy and opens up unimaginable possibilities to delight its guests. 
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Business 

From a small business breakfast in a dignified setting, to big evening functions, GAMMACATERING is the ideal partner for your event. Appropriate 

for the occasion- integrated into the surroundings- creating an experience for your guests. 

 

 

 

       

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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Private 

Whether it is a birthday celebration, an anniversary or a summer party, GAMMACATERING will use its years of experience to give you advice and 

take all of the organisation and execution off your hands to amaze your guests. All you have to do is enjoy. 

 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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Hochzeit 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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Weddings 

From the bridal bouquet to the wedding cake, GAMMACATERING will work together with you to design your wedding. Exceptional cuisine, 

magnificent flowers in magical locations, all according to a well thought out concept – that is what GAMMACATERING does. 
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LOCATION 

GAMMACATERING always finds the best place and we are happy to advise you on this when planning your celebration. You profess the 

needed conditions and GAMMACATERING delievers the matching results. This way, you event ist going to be professional and on point. If it’s a 

relaxed fondue, a stylish dinner or a evening full of traditions. The possibilities have got no limit. GAMMACATERING stays at your side from the first 

to the last moment. 

  

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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SUSTAINABILITY 

Certified for sustainability. 

 GAMMACATERING is the first catering company in Switzerland to be awarded the “Sustainable Company” certification. This confirms that the 

company and its actions are sustainable in all the relevant areas. 

 

 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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OUR PARTNERS 

Teamwork with a lot of enthusiasm. 

GAMMACATERING places great emphasis on quality, loyalty and creativity. Thanks to the long-term relationships with our suppliers, 

GAMMACATERING can live up to these standards. Partners such as the company Jumi AG, delight guests with their innovative creations and 

delicious Swiss produce. Local suppliers such as Bosshard Früchte + Gemüse and the butchers, Angst AG and Holzen Fleisch GmbH, have been 

reliable suppliers to GAMMACATERING for many years.  

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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OUR STAFF 

Passion that goes far beyond borders. 

GAMMACATERING’s cohesive team organises the perfect stage for hosts and guests anywhere. Regular staff training ensures they have the 

correct approach and deliver warm hospitality. Because success does not just mean expertise, but also an engaging personality and a 

professional appearance. GAMMACATERING shines as a discreet service provider in that they always create the desired atmosphere for guests. 

Part of this is our staff’s smart appearance. GAMMACATERING has a wide range of uniforms. Here are some examples from the employee’s 

catalogue.  

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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TESTIMONIALS 

“I had a wonderful, unforgettable birthday party – in large part thanks to GAMMA. The elegant presentation, delicious food and friendly, 

professional service were all first-class. At this point, I'd like to say a special thank you – on behalf of my husband as well – to their events 

manager: we were really impressed by her professionalism, warmth and passion for what she does.” Private event, Basel, March 2017 

 

“We’ve already had the pleasure of experiencing several culinary highlights with GAMMACATERING. Without fail, they always serve superior, 

inspiring and exquisite food. We hired the GAMMACATERING team to cater for our wedding and yet again, they outdid themselves. They 

wowed us with their culinary masterpieces and perfectly orchestrated sequence of events. The pleasure they take in their work is outstanding 

and very appealing.” Wedding of Maria and Flavio Bezzola, Luzern, August 2018 

 

“GAMMACATERING caters for events at the BMW Group Brand Experience Center with great attention to detail. From the quality of the food, to 

the highly qualified employees, through to the decor – GAMMACATERING shows perfection in every area.” BMW Schweiz AG, Stammkunde   

 

“As an exclusive and globally leading board advisory company, we at Dr. Bjørn Johansson Associates have fully entrusted GAMMACATERING 

with the organisation of our top-class events for several years. GAMMACATERING amazes us across the board with outstanding quality of food, 

staff, service, creativity and their absolute dedication and passion in the organisation of our events. From start to finish, our expectations are 

always exceeded, and the competent team succeeds in organising a fantastic and unique event time and time again.”  

Daniela Mewes, Project Assistant Dr. Bjørn Johansson Associates AG  
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“I'd like to say an extra special thank you to you and the whole wonderful GAMMA team – you are just great! I am always impressed and 

amazed at how, in addition to your trademark professionalism, you remain a SUPER wonderful, friendly and funny team in the face of all your 

activities and challenges – time and again. That's no mean feat and quite simply brilliant. If there were a prize for professionalism and team spirit, 

the GAMMA team would win it for sure!” Art Basel, June 2016 

 

‘We had the pleasure of organising our 100th anniversary (with 1,700 guests) together with GAMMACATERING. Our guests and our employees 

were all thrilled with the exquisite catering. GAMMACATERING impresses with its attention to detail, the extremely high quality of food and an 

above-average team that is both competent and friendly. All in all, it was a pleasure to work with GAMMACATERING. We will definitely hire them 

again.’ Kerstin Zust, Leiterin Marketingkommunikation, SABAG Luzern AG 

 

“Well, we have organised a lot of great parties together… but with last Saturday’s we have set a new benchmark. It was simply wonderful! From 

the décor and atmosphere to your fantastic, friendly team (which I am used to) and outstanding food. Our guests were in the party mood right 

from the beginning, and everything just worked perfectly! We have had so many glowing thank-you emails flooding in from our guests and I 

would like to forward all of these compliments onto you here. One of my best parties and I myself had great fun tasting the food and dancing 

the night away.” Private event, Herrliberg, January 2016. 

 

 

Other testimonials: 

ART Basel, Baselworld, BMW, Breitling, Bucherer , Credit Suisse, Green Turf, Gübelin, Hermès, IWC, Louis Vuitton, Mulberry, Roche, Sanitas Troesch, 

Swiss International Airlines, Syngenta, UBS, Vontobel, White Turf, etc. 

As well as private functions, birthdays, weddings, baptisms, summer parties, etc. 

http://www.gammacatering.com/
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CONTACT 

Tell us what you would like and we will design and organise your whole event, with coordination, foresight and experience. Harmonising food 

and atmosphere is our strength. You will have a contact person through the whole journey. We consistently coordinate everything in true style 

from one place. 

GAMMACATERING 

Bösch 43 

6331 Hünenberg 

T +41 41 781 10 01 

F +41 41 781 10 02 

zug@gammacatering.com 

www.gammacatering.com 

http://www.gammacatering.com/

